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Abstract: Three dye tracing have been carried out in the Nakanai Mountains to determine Berenice spring catchment area and
some internal connections inside Muruk Cave. Andromede Cave belongs to Muruk-Berenice system, via Arcturus main drain.
Due to special conditions in rainforest with difﬁcult of moving, we made qualitative tracing using charcoal bags.
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1. Introduction
It’s only when you appreciate the difﬁculty of water tracing
in the Nakanai that you truly appreciate the results… The
difﬁculty of moving around the forest, plus having to descend
to the bottom of deep canyons made it impossible to collect
regular samples or to get automatic sampling equipment to
sample sites. The quantitative aspect of our results is unknown,
apart from some transfer speeds when we had observers in the
correct place at the correct time, and even so the results are
very approximate. Still, these essentially qualitative results do
give us evidence of the relationships between different points
in the karst system and have helped deﬁne the limits of the
catchment and given us a better idea of where to search for
more caves.
Three traces that were to deﬁne the relationship between
Muruk, Arcturus and Andromeda caves were done in the basin
that drains to Berenice resurgence in 1995 and 1998.

2. The 1995 traces
In 1995 the junction between Muruk and Berenice had not
yet been explored and the objective of the expedition was in
fact to make that hypothetical connection a reality, although
at the time such a connection was regarded by some as
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wishful thinking (Sounier, 1992). However, the connection was
conﬁrmed by the ﬁrst trace (Hache et al., 1995; Hobléa, 1997),
and later by the joining of the two caves in 1998 (Sounier,
2000). Later traces within Muruk added to the understanding
of internal hydrology within the cave.

2.1. Muruk-Berenice trace (n° 1)
The ﬁrst and by far the most important trace was to verify
the hypothesis that the underground river in Muruk actually
resurged in the Berenice’s Hair spring and not from the Mayang
resurgence as was supposed by the original explorers in 1985.
Both resurgences are about 4 km from the –597 m sump in
Muruk (Fig. 1). It was this possibility that was the initiative for
the “South Hemisphere, 1st – 1000 m” expedition.
The trace was started during the second push beyond the
sump: 2 kg of ﬂuorescein was put into the river just downstream
from the Milky Way at –750 m at 2:12 on the 30th of January
1995. We arrived at the Berenice resurgence at 10 a.m. on the
same day – 7 hrs. 50 min. after the ﬂuorescein was injected and
the plunge pool at the foot of the waterfall outside the entrance
of the cave was already green as was the river within Berenice
during the next few hours as we proceeded upstream. The
activated charcoal bags we placed 150 m in from the entrance
at the ﬁrst traverse were removed at 11 a.m. and showed a
strongly positive result with alcohol (Fig. 2).
The dye had travelled a little over 2000 m horizontally and
400 m vertically between the injection point and the resurgence
in something less that 7 hrs. 50 min. This gives us an apparent
maximum velocity of 250 m/h on a slope in the order of 20%.
But if we take into account the true distance through the cave
and the fact that the inhabitants of Galowe told us they saw a
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Fig. 1. Hydrology of the Muruk sector. Cave locations after Sounier (1992), with additions.
noticeable change in the river colour ﬁrst thing in the morning
(at around 9:00 a.m.?) – they had no idea we were dye tracing
– we can estimate the ﬂow to be in the order of at least 1 km/h.
The dye had to be ﬂowing out of Berenice within 3 hours, by
5 a.m., in order to travel the 12 or so km down the river to
Galowe.
Apart from proving the Muruk-Berenice connection, this
trace also showed us that the transit time was very fast and
probably with no major obstacles such as large ﬂooded zones
in the way. Their junction 1998 conﬁrmed this. The connection
to Mayang was disproved even though it was not watched in
any way. It would have been interesting to observe the Pleiades
resurgence and although we considered it, we had to remove
the ropes for use in Berenice. This resurgence is probably fed
by water leaking from the Berenice stream, which is suspended
some way above the ﬂoor of the canyon. This does however
pose the general problem that the hydrology of the system is
somewhat more complex than we had ﬁrst thought.

2.2. Internal tracing in Muruk (n° 2)

Fig. 2. Fabien Hobléa in Muruk Camp, 1995, extracting the
dye traces in the water collected at the Muruk resurgence
(photo. J.-P. Sounier)
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A second dye trace removed a big question mark over
the water ﬂows in the upper part of the cave well before the
–597 sump. Its objective was to ascertain the destination of the
waters of the Miriel River that disappears in the sump at the
entrance of the Cassiquiare (-233). The theory arrived at from
the mapping in 1985 was that it reappeared from the waterfall
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Table 1.
Results of traces 1 and 2 in Muruk in 1995
Muruk – Berenice trace (1)

Internal Muruk trace (2)

Injection point

Downstream of Milky Way junction (-750)

Miriel river sink at Cassiquiare (-233)

Injection time

30 January 1995, 2 h12

6 February 1995, 22 h

Dye tracer

Fluoresceine (uranine)

Fluoresceine (uranine)

Amount of tracer

2 kg

≈ 0,5 kg

Observed points

Berenice

Visconte tributary, Conﬂuent -491
(Visconte- Elmedir)

Appearance points

Berenice

Elmedir River

Appearance time

Before 9 am, as early as 5 am

Before 9 am, possibly 2 am, Feb 7
(Elmira)

Survey methods

Activated charcoal bags and visual

Activated charcoal bags and visual

Observation time

9h

16 h

Length

2 100 m

420 m (unknown section) 2,4 km (to
sump at –597)

Height difference

420 m

70 m (unknown section)364 m (to
sump at –597)

Slope

20 %

17 % (unknown section) 15 % (to
sump at –597)

Charcoal bag analysis

KOH in alcohol

KOH in alcohol

Qualitative results

Positive at all points => Junction between
Muruk-Berenice

Positive at Elmedir => Junction
between Miriel- Elmedir

Transfert time

7 h maxi, 3 h probable

11 h max, as little as 4 h

Maximal apparent velocity

300 m/h to more than 1 km/h

220 m/h, as fast as 600 m/h

in the wall at the lower end of the Cassiquiare (Genuite, 1987).
But the problem is that this river is perched in relation to the
Cassiquiare, a semi-fossil overﬂow, which is itself perched
above the Miriel River. The ﬂow rate do not match very well
which throws the hypothesis further into doubt in favour of the
idea that the Miriel is heading towards the Elmedir.
The trace was done over the 6th and 7th of February 1995
as we were derigging Muruk. The ﬁlm team, which we had been
travelling ﬁlming with, put about 500 g of ﬂuorescein into the
lake just before the Miriel sump at 10 p.m. on the 6th of February
1995. While we put the charcoal bags in key locations on our
way to the -597 sump: two bags in the plunge pool below the
end of the Cassiquiare (the supposed resurgence in 1985);
two bags in the Elmedir a few meters upstream of its junction
with the Muruk stream; two bags in the Muruk a few meters
upstream of its junction with the Elmedir stream; and just to be
sure, two bags in the tiny sump at the top of the rockfall cone
in the puits du Visconte.
As we passed the Elmedir junction at 11:45 p.m. the
river show no signs of coloration, however, as we arrived at
the –597 m sump at 2:00 a.m., it seemed to us that the river
was changing colour, although we could not be sure. As we
began the climb out at 9:45 a.m. after a bivouac in the Elmira
chamber, the water was undeniably green. We removed the
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capture bags very carefully (we had been travelling in a bright
green river!) as we went up at 11:10 a.m. for the Elmedir/Muruk
junction and 2:15 p.m. at the Cassiquiare. At the ﬁrst junction,
the water was no longer sufﬁciently coloured to determine
which the coloured branch was. At the Cassiquiare there was
no sign of coloration, but this could have meant that the dye
had completely passed. There was a chance of contamination
here as the diving team had passed through on their way up
and walked through the green lake just before passing the
charcoal bags… Later examination of the charcoal bags on
the 8th of February proved without a doubt that the Miriel river
that sinks just above the Cassiquiare rejoins the Elmedir river.
This trace also eliminated the theory that the Elmedir comes
from Arcturus in favour of the theory that Arcturus connects at
the Milky Way, as was later demonstrated.

3. The Andromeda trace - 1998 (n° 3)
We hoped to do this trace from Southern Cross cave as
it is close to the expected boundary between Berenice and
Mayang catchments (Fig. 1). Unfortunately, the massive
cyclone damage meant that we didn’t get to the cave until close
to the end of the expedition, and even then after considerable
effort. Under these conditions it was not even feasible to get
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Table 2.

Table 3.

Results of the third trace, from Andromeda Cave in 1998.

Quantitative results of spectroﬂuorometric analysis of
activated charcoal bags.

Injection point

Terminal sump, Andromede
(-150m, alt. 1220 m)

Injection time

2 February 1998, 12 h

Dye tracer

Fluoresceine (uranine)

Tracer amount

1 kg

Hydrologic conditions

Normal (0,25 l / s), evening
ﬂood

Injection staff

Al, Mark, Greg

Observed points

- Berenice (3 m3/s, alt. 265 m)
- Conﬂ. -750 (riv. Galadr. 500
L/s and Milky Way 1.5 m3/s)

Appearance points

Milky Way, Berenice

Survey methods

Activated charcoal bags

Observation time

60 h Berenice, 1 week Muruk

Length => Berenice

5.2 km

Vertical diff. => Berenice

955 m

Slope => Berenice

18 %

Active charcoal
analysis.

KOH in alcohol,
spectroﬂuorimetry

Qualitative results

=> connection AndromedeBerenice via Milky Way in
Muruk

Transfert time

Much < 60 h

Maximal velocity

Much >100 m/h

Charcoal bag
location

C
(μg/l)

λ pic
(nm)

Result

Milky Way
- 750 (1)

23

476

Positive

Milky Way
-750 (2)

160

490

Positive

Berenice

1

490

Positive (weak)

at the foot of the waterfall where the Milky Way joins Muruk.
Unfortunately, the two control bags put into the Galadriel River
above the –750 junction were not collected due to high water.
Analysis of the charcoal bags in alcohol did not give satisfactory
results, on passing them through the spectroﬂuorometer in the
Laboratoire de géologie structurale et appliquée de Besançon
(J. Mudry), some ﬂuorescein was noted (Table 3, Fig. 3). It is
interesting to note that the two bags, which were immersed
in the same pool only a few meters apart, did not receive the
same dose, which highlights the point that such methods do
not give reliable quantitative results. The weak result from
Berenice is without doubt more to do with the bag not being in
the water for long enough than from dilution of the dye.
The trace proved that Andromeda and the caves of the
Arcturus area contribute to the Milky Way, as is suggested
by their maps. It also serves to delimit the catchment a little
better at its western edge. Nevertheless, Arcturus has a ﬂow of

to Mayang. So the trace was restricted to
something closer to Muruk. From the maps,
it was obvious that Arcturus would connect
to the Muruk system and probably via the
Voie Lactée Milky Way (Fig. 1). The trace
could at least prove the connection, which
we were unable to accomplish due to
several sumps along the way.
Due to timing between rigging in
Arcturus and watching the river inside
Muruk, we put the dye into Andromeda, a
newly discovered cave close to Arcturus
(Table 2, Fig. 1). It is 150 m deep with a
small stream with sufﬁcient ﬂow to take
the dye that sumps right above Arcturus –
there is no doubt about a connection. One
kilo of ﬂuorescein was injected on February
2nd during one of the wettest periods of the
expedition. Berenice was watched for 60
hours but the charcoal bags, which were
placed in ﬂood conditions, were not even
in the water when we went to collect them.
Inside Muruk, the two charcoal bags stayed
undamaged for a week in the plunge pool
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Fig. 3. Spectroﬂuorometry curves of charcoal bags.
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around 200 L/s while the Milky Way, only one kilometer away,
has a ﬂow of 1.5 m3/s. There is a major feeder which drains
a large area arriving between these two points. This water is
coming from somewhere higher up the plateau, perhaps from
the Southern Cross area if it does not go to Mayang, or perhaps
further to the southwest – an area unknown to cavers. This
possibility was conﬁrmed by physico-chemical analysis of the
underground waters (Audra, 2001). In view of the results, it is
unfortunate that the cyclone damage to the forest stopped us
from doing a trace from Southern Cross Cave as it would have
much better delimited the extent of the Berenice catchment.

Conclusions
The results of the three traces in the Muruk area have
allowed us to approximately delimit the Berenice catchment
and deﬁne some internal connections well before actually
making the physical connection. It seems that the Milky Way
is fed by the plateau above Arcturus, but unfortunately the
state of the forest did not allow us to resolve the question as to
the boundary between the Berenice and Mayang catchments
which must be in the region of Southern Cross, so we still do
not know which resurgence this major cave ﬂows to. The travel
velocities of the dye were extremely fast as all the streams
are mountain torrents rather than slow phreatic ﬂows. Finally
it must be noted that while the use of charcoal bags may not
be the recommended method for a “normal” trace, it is not
practical or sensible to take expensive equipment to a location
with such difﬁcult access let alone get an automatic sampler
into a place like Berenice.
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